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The category of jus post bellum is a welcome addition to discussions of the justice of war. But,
despite its handy Latin label, we will argue that it cannot be properly understood merely as a set
of corollaries from jus ad bellum and jus in bello. Instead, an acceptable theory of justice in the
postwar period will have to draw on a broader set of normative ideas than those that have been
the focus of the just war tradition. While just war theorists have long argued that the only
justification for war is the nature of the peace that it brings about, in order to conceptualize a just
peace properly, we will have to go beyond traditional just war thinking. In this paper, we will
argue that norms of political reconciliation provide some of the resources we need to address
postwar justice.1
The subject matter of jus post bellum is only now coming to be defined. Indeed, there are
conceptual issues about how we de-limit the time ‘after’ war that properly falls under the purview
of jus post bellum. That is, it is unclear how far into the future events are properly demarcated as
falling in the postwar phase. The literature on jus post bellum highlights three general questions
that span the period ranging from the reduction of hostilities to points years or even decades in
the future.
The first set of questions concerns the justice of the transition from war to the post-war period.2
On what terms may war be justly ended? Are both conditional and unconditional surrender
permissible? Is disarmament always or sometimes a permissible condition for war’s end? Can
amnesty be a condition for ending conflict? What cannot be asked of losers in war by those who
were victorious?
The second focus of jus post bellum concerns the justice of dealing with violations of the jus ad
bellum and jus in bello principles of just war theory.3 In other words, what is the proper way to
deal with violations of the rules of war? One debate centers on the form that a response should
take. Of particular interest is whether trial and punishment are required or other kinds of
response, such as reparations and memorialization, will do. Another raises questions about who
has the standing to pursue such responses. Does the response to violations of principles of just
war fall under the authority of the victor in a conflict and/or the international community? There
are furthermore questions about how collective responsibility for war affects our response to
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violations of the principles of war. Issues that are implicated in the answer to this question
include the treatment of bystanders and those complicit in wrongdoing.
A third area of concern emphasizes postwar reconstruction.4 It is not obvious where responsibility
for reconstruction in the postwar period falls. Does responsibility lie solely with countries or civil
factions that were involved in war? Does it include, in addition or primarily, the international
community? How are responsibilities to be distributed? What are our criteria for successful
reconstruction? Should material, political and legal reconstruction aim at restoring a status quo
ante bellum, or at meeting some independently defined standard? Who decides how to prioritize
the tasks of reconstruction?
This paper focuses on justice in reconstruction.5 War is inherently destructive--of people,
institutions, and infrastructure. This destruction carries with it questions about the justice
involved in cleaning up the mess that war leaves in its wake. We will consider these issues from
the perspective of a reconciliation theory. Our primary thesis is that determination of the content
of the responsibilities for just war reconstruction should be specified on the basis of the damage
to relationships that needs to be repaired. We will concentrate on cases of reconstruction after
civil conflict, but also suggest how our argument might be extended to address cases involving
instances of international warfare as well as third party interventions in postwar periods. But first
we should say why a move beyond traditional just war thinking seems to be called for in these
contexts.
Beyond Jus ad Bellum and Jus in Bello
How is jus post bellum related to the long-established categories of just war thinking, jus ad
bellum and jus in bello? Brian Orend’s early and influential writings on jus post bellum tend to
emphasize its continuity with these other doctrines.6 How could a war be considered just, he asks,
if it is legitimately begun and conscientiously fought but brought to an end with settlement terms
that are patently unfair? If a particular war is justified by the need to defend sovereign territory or
punish an aggressor, then the rights of the victors after the war should be limited by those aims. A
postwar land grab or disproportionate demand for reparations would belie the alleged justification
of the war. On this view, which, following Alex J. Bellamy, we might call a “minimalist” position
on jus post bellum, principles of postwar justice are simply corollaries of traditional, juridical just
war ideas that permit states to resort to war only to defend their rights (or to aid in the defense of
the rights of others).7
However, as Bellamy points out, theorists of jus post bellum (including Orend) tend to stray from
the minimalist position and instead appeal to a broader set of moral and political principles than
those that animate jus ad bellum and jus in bello.8 For example, some theorists argue that it could
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be impermissible for a victorious army to simply defeat their enemy and return home. If the war
left the enemy state without a functioning government, then the victor may be obliged to set up a
temporary occupation in order to stabilize the defeated state. While a minimalist could argue that
such a postwar occupation was permissible in order for the victor to ensure its own future safety,
thereby continuing the logic of self-defense, jus post bellum theorists sometimes insist that such
an occupation is obligatory given the needs of the defeated people and the victor’s role in causing
the destruction, however justified their actions may have been.9 This constitutes an extension
beyond minimalist principles.
The motivation to expand beyond the minimalist conception of jus post bellum becomes clearer
when we turn our attention to cases of unjustified victors.10 While Orend introduces the idea of
jus post bellum as a matter of preserving the justice of a war justly begun and justly fought,
postwar situations require justice even when (or especially when) the war itself was illegitimate.
As the example of Iraq has made far too clear, whether or not a victorious state was justified, it
faces difficult questions about the nature of its postwar relationship to the vanquished. As
Bellamy argues, “If a war is manifestly unjust … the minimalist approach to jus post bellum
offers no way of distinguishing better from worse...”11 When the aims that motivated the war
were illegitimate, or even highly controversial, they cannot be used to guide or justify postwar
decision-making.
So, in order to deal with cases of unjust victors and in order to respond morally to the destruction
that war leaves behind, an acceptable account of jus post bellum must include principles of justice
that go beyond the model of rights vindication that shapes the doctrines of jus ad bellum and jus
in bello. But what are these additional principles? And how are they to be justified?
Supplementing Just War Theory
Considerations like those above have led theorists to move beyond a minimalist conception of jus
post bellum, especially with regard to questions of postwar reconstruction. For example, Michael
Walzer supplements traditional just war theory with an appeal to democratic principles,
specifically the goal of aiding defeated peoples to achieve self-determination.12 Walzer defends
the legitimacy of occupations that are aimed at (re)establishing self-determination, even in cases
like Iraq where the occupying force may not have legitimately waged war in the first place. The
value of self-determination itself comes to legitimate the postwar presence of the occupier. Others
rely on distinctively humanitarian principles to assign permissions and even obligations to victors
or other international actors to reconstruct war-damaged territories and aid survivors, independent
of questions about the vanquished state’s liability for the war.13
In this paper, we will not evaluate the democratic or humanitarian additions to just war thinking
about postwar periods. Instead, we will explore whether principles of political reconciliation
should be considered part of a conception of jus post bellum. We suggest that political
reconciliation adds something new to the discussion. Traditional just war thinking defines the
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permissions and obligations of the various parties to war by concentrating on their rightful claims
and asking what they may to do defend those rightful claims. Appeals to self-determination and
humanitarian arguments instead focus on needs. They concentrate their attention on what
damaged parties need in the postwar period in order to argue for more extensive permissions and
obligations for other actors. For example, because a defeated state needs stability and political
reconstruction, the victor (or a third party) may be permitted or even obliged to perform actions,
such as occupation, that are not instrumental to the victor’s (or third party’s) defense of its own
rights. In contrast, norms of political reconciliation take as take as their main focus neither the
rights nor needs of individual parties, but relationships of a distinctive sort.14
The conception of political reconciliation with which we are working is developed in Colleen
Murphy’s book A Moral Theory of Political Reconciliation.15 This work, like much of the
contemporary discussion of political reconciliation, takes as its main case studies the aftermath of
intra-state conflicts, specifically examples of states emerging from periods of repressive rule or
civil conflict. Given that the overwhelming majority of wars over the last century have been civil
wars, this is also an appropriate place to start for this study.16 Later in the paper, we will briefly
suggest how norms of political reconciliation apply to cases of inter-state warfare. But even if we
decide that norms of political reconciliation are a part of postwar justice only in the cases of civil
war, they will make for a significant addition to jus post bellum.
At the heart of Murphy’s theory of political reconciliation is a moral conception of a realistically
ideal17 political relationship within a state, in which fellow citizens and officials stand in
reciprocal relations of respect for agency. In a just political relationship, each party regards itself
and the other as appropriately held responsible for their actions and answerable to one another.
Each party is willing to restrict its behavior in accordance with just rules, on the condition that the
other parties are willing to do the same. Each party trusts the other parties in the modest sense
that it sees the other parties as reasonably competent with respect to the domain of their
interactions as fellow citizens and/or officials, lacking in ill will, and inclined to take the fact that
they are being relied upon as a reason for cooperative action.18 A just political relationship is one
in which the parties are dedicated to, and trust that other parties are dedicated to, maintaining a
system of social cooperation in which each individual can choose from among valuable options
how his or her life will go. Such a system of social cooperation must support fundamental
capabilities of persons, which are necessary for a decent life for a moral agent. These
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considerations partially define an ideal of political relationship. The ideal is realistic in the sense
that it does not require extraordinary degrees of moral virtue, selflessness or solidarity. The
demands of these political relationships are grounded in reciprocity, such that no party is justified
in demanding something from another that it could not agree to itself and such that the
continuance of the relationship is predicated on the mutual satisfaction of the terms of the
relationship.
Murphy’s conception of political reconciliation addresses the problem of how this realistic ideal
of political relationships can be regained (or perhaps truly established for the first time) in the
aftermath of civil conflict or repressive rule. It identifies principles of justice for responding to the
destruction that civil war necessarily carries in its wake and the fostering of just peace. To fill out
this conception of political reconciliation, we first need to understand the nature of the destruction
that is constitutive of civil war. All wars, even those justly begun and justly conducted, damage
communities, most obviously by destroying physical infrastructure and killing civilians.
However, the framework of political reconciliation helps us conceptualize the broader, and less
immediately obvious, damage that war brings. By examining the basic framework of political
reconciliation, then, we can develop a better sense of what most needs to be accomplished in the
aftermath of war. In other words, political reconciliation provides resources for conceptualizing
what the goal of jus post bellum should be, or the kind of just peace towards which just war
theory aims.
The Damage of War and the Norms of Reconciliation
The starting point for any analysis of political reconciliation, according to Murphy, is the
dynamics of war, and the subsequent problems plaguing interaction following war. Murphy
argues that war systematically undermines the conditions in which political relationships can
express reciprocity and respect for moral agency, or “reciprocal agency.” War erodes reciprocal
agency in three primary ways, by diminishing central capabilities, undermining of the rule of law,
and eroding trust. The goal of processes of political reconciliation is to cultivate political
relationships premised on reciprocal agency by supporting capabilities, restoring the rule of law,
and fostering trust. It is this goal that should inform the just peace of jus post bellum.
Violence, which in war takes many different forms, only some of which are sanctioned by the
principles of jus in bello, firstly reduces capabilities. Capabilities refer to the genuine
opportunities of individuals to achieve valuable doings and beings that are constitutive of wellbeing.19 Examples of fundamentally important capabilities include being able to maintain one’s
bodily integrity, being adequately nourished and sheltered, being educated, being able to survive
and escape poverty and being able to maintain self-respect. Whether an individual has a genuine
opportunity depends on her internal and external resources and what she can do with her
resources given, for example, laws, customs, and the physical infrastructure of her community.20
To illustrate, consider mobility. An external resource like a bicycle enhances mobility only if an
individual has the skills required to use a bicycle (an internal resource) and lives in an
environment where biking is physically possible and socially as well as legally permissible.
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Which capabilities a person has, and how secure she is in the possession of those capabilities, will
depend significantly on whether her fellow citizens’ relationships with her embody reciprocity
and respect for mutual agency. Whether she will be able to express a political opinion, participate
in markets, or choose where to live will depend on their granting her certain forms of recognition.
So, to our list of fundamental capabilities we should add some that are distinctively relational: the
capability to be recognized as a member of a political community; to be respected by others; and
to participate in the social, economic, and political life of a community. A just political
relationship must include a system of social cooperation that supports fundamental capabilities.
To illustrate the impact of violence on capabilities, we examine three different forms of violence
often found in civil war: rape, torture, and killing.21 The first two are not sanctioned by the
principles of jus in bello, while killing can in some cases be permissible.22 Consider first direct
victims of violence. Violence reduces the personal and external resources of its victims. Death
represents an absolute reduction of personal resources. Rape and torture constitute a violation of
bodily integrity and when especially brutal, can permanently compromise bodily health,
diminishing the ability of an individual to control urination and defecation or leaving chronic
physical pain, for example. Psychological trauma from violence may undermine a victim’s trust
in others and sense of self-worth, both of which may diminish her willingness to engage in the
social world. Costs from medical and/or psychiatric care lessen the resources available to satisfy
basic requirements for nourishment and shelter. Physical injuries from violence may foreclose
employment options and reduce the opportunity of victims to acquire income and wealth. Finally,
violence often ruptures familial and community relationships and the resources such relationships
provide to individuals, especially if being a victim of violence like rape constitutes grounds for
social stigmatization and ostracism.
Violence also impacts the capabilities of its indirect victims, including family members of
victims, members of a targeted social group, or the citizenry generally. For example, the
additional costs from medical care and reduced employment options may reduce also the ability
of family members of the victim to satisfy basic requirements for nourishment and shelter.
Members of a targeted group suffer from the threat of violence. This threat highlights the
insecurity of individuals’ bodily integrity. The standing threat of violence can become a chronic
source of stress and constrain action by creating an incentive for individuals to restrict their
movements and the kinds of opportunities they will pursue, so as to avoid becoming a direct
victim. Individuals may avoid participating in the political, social, or economic life of the
community. Violence also reduces the security of the capabilities of citizens generally, because
the potential for the threat of violence to become more widespread.
Finally, violence alters the social and material structure of a community. Education suffers during
war. Indeed, in 2006, 43 million children could not attend school due to conflict-related reasons.23
Health care suffers. Wars often devastate the health care infrastructure of a community, by
destroying hospitals, reducing the availability of medical supplies, and contributing to an exodus
21
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of medical professionals.24 Economies suffer. Economic institutions depend on a relatively stable
social context. The disruption from war can lead to diminished investment, the closure of
businesses coupled with increased unemployment, and the loss of human capital due to death and
injury.25 Such diminished economic activity erodes the opportunity individuals have to be part of
the economic life of their community and, in turn, the external resources needed to satisfy basic
capabilities.
There is one especially important impact that war often has upon the institutional infrastructure of
a community: it contributes to the erosion of the rule of law.26 Law refers to the governance of
human conduct on the basis of rules. Such governance is possible only if officials and citizens
generally respect the requirements of the rule of law. Officials must pass rules that are both
capable of figuring in the practical reasoning of citizens (by being, for example, prospective, noncontradictory, and general) and that are actually enforced in practice. Citizens, for their part, must
generally obey legal rules; widespread disregard or disobedience of legal rules renders futile the
activities of government officials. Very often the governance of conduct by law, or on the basis of
declared rules, breaks down during war. Citizens’ disregard of legal rules may become common.
More often, the restraint by officials dictated by the requirements of the rule of law erodes.
Actions that are officially proscribed, such as torture, become part of the practice of law
enforcement officials. Declared rules provide maximal flexibility for government officials and
minimal practical guidance for citizens; for example, statutes may be so vague that they enable
officials to appeal to them as a justification for targeting political dissidents.
The result of the erosion of the rule of law is an environment conducive to injustice and
inhospitable to the exercise of agency and respect for reciprocity. The rule of law ensures a
certain kind of transparency of official (and unofficial) action. Citizens and officials can look to
legal rules to know what practices and actions are occurring (or not occurring). The rule of law
forces us to confront and be held responsible for our actions, and in the process can constrain
what we are willing to do. However, that transparency is diminished when official conduct is not
guided by declared rules. The absence of transparency removes an important check on the pursuit
of injustice.
The erosion of the rule of law frustrates individual agency because it prevents the self-directed
action and interaction that law makes possible. When law governs conduct, citizens are treated as
responsible agents, judged and responded to by officials on the basis of a standard of conduct that
citizens have a real opportunity to follow. Decisions and actions of citizens, not the caprice of
officials, determine the legal treatment citizens receive. Departures from the rule of law
disrespect this agency. Such departures make it more difficult for citizens to know how to satisfy
legal obligations. Furthermore, when congruence diminishes, citizens cannot predict how officials
will respond to their actions by looking at the guidelines for law enforcement officials contained
in declared rules. In addition, the framework of law enables citizens to pursue their goals because
it enables them to formulate reliable and stable mutual expectations of how others will behave
and respond to their actions. By contrast, the erosion of the rule of law creates an environment of
uncertainty and destabilizes our expectations.
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Violence and the breakdown of the rule of law impact the attitudes of citizens and officials
towards each other. In particular, systematic and deep distrust often come to characterize relations
among citizens and between citizens and officials in communities at war.27 Citizens and officials
are pessimistic about each others’ willingness and ability to abide by norms for interaction and
fulfill their role-related responsibilities. Furthermore, citizens have little expectation that other
citizens and officials will be trust-responsive, that is, moved to act if relied upon. Often distrust is
reasonable; indeed trusting may put individuals’ lives at risk. However, the presence of deep
distrust, even when reasonable, is morally troubling because it signals a widespread corruption of
political relationships. When reasonable, trusting involves a presumption of the competence,
basic decency, and agency of others. Citizens are presumed to be capable of governing their lives
and officials capable of governing a community. Such default trust can express a commitment to
reciprocity, insofar as we presume of others what we would like them to presume of us. Being
trust-responsive can be respectful insofar as it signals an acknowledgement of the right of others
to make demands on us.
As this discussion suggests, the three central tasks of political reconciliation--the cultivation of
the rule of law, the motivation of reasonable political trust, and restoring (or establishing for the
first time) support for fundamental capabilities—are analytically distinct but practically
intertwined. A particular postwar effort at reconciliation, such as the payment of reparations, will
frequently address all three tasks at once, and its success in addressing anyone of these tasks will
depend on the state of the other two aspects of the reconciliation project.28 An appropriate system
of reparations for a wartime injustices, for example, will accord with the rule of law, provide
evidence of renewed trustworthiness, and support fundamental capabilities (such as the capability
to find nurturance and shelter and the capability to be recognized as a member of a political
community). However, a reparation process that disregards the fundamental capacities of some of
the citizenry (for example, by letting some go hungry in order to compensate others who are
considerably better-off) will both undermine political trust and undermine some citizens’
willingness to respect the law.
Just Peace and Post-Civil War Reconstruction
Having set out a conception of political reconciliation, we would now like to illustrate how this
conception relates to questions about just reconstruction in the aftermath of civil war. Civil wars
are notoriously destructive, both of human lives and infrastructure. The periods of reconstruction
that follow civil wars can become continuations of the same conflicts and rivalries by other
means. The winning faction may dominate decision making about processes of political and legal
restructuring and physical reconstruction, prioritizing its own version of history and its own
claims to reparation and punitive justice. It may ensure that whatever profits are to be earned
from completing the work of reconstruction will be to the benefit of their members and allies. A
theory of jus post bellum that conceives of a just peace simply in terms of the cessation of
hostilities and the vindication of rights-claims seems to lack the resources to fully interrogate the
justice of such processes.
Our discussion of political reconciliation, and particularly the conception of a normative political
relationship upon which it is built, provides a different ideal of a just peace within a civil context.
27
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On this view, a mere cessation of violence is not peace because the consequences of violence, and
especially politically motivated violence, continue into the future in the form of diminished
capabilities, breakdowns of trust and the rule of law, and ruptured networks of social cooperation.
Peace requires, not just an absence of actual violence, but also a sense of confidence on the part
of agents that violence will not resume. The parties to the war need to come to a point where the
facts of the past no longer threaten to tip the balance of reasons toward renewed aggression. The
facts of the past war must no longer be the best evidence of what to expect in the future. For that
to happen, evidence must be provided of a renewed (or new) willingness to participate in just
political relationships. A just peace requires a social context in which agents can once again
exercise their fundamental capabilities and trust in social, political and economic institutions that
model reciprocal respect for agency. Importantly, a just peace will rarely, if ever, involve a return
to the status quo ante bellum. After all, as Orend has pointed out, the status quo ante bellum lead
to war.29
Reconciliation theory changes how we think about the relationship between postwar
reconstruction and the goal of a just peace by providing a richer interpretation of the moral and
political significance of the destruction that war leaves behind. As in a rights-oriented theory, we
can continue to acknowledge that demolished buildings involve an infringement of propertyrights, and consider whether this infringement was justified or unjustified, and who is or is not
liable for that damage. But when we emphasize relationships, we see that a building demolished
by a bomb is not just a damaged piece of property but also continuing evidence of past
aggression, a reminder of fear and loss, an obstacle to the satisfaction of the basic human need for
shelter, evidence of past disregard for that need, and thus a reason for continuing resentment and
suspicion. How can I accept that the other party is willing to live on terms of reciprocal agency
with me when I continue to face the evidence of that party’s willingness to do me harm? So even
in cases where the reconstruction of destroyed buildings is not required of parties to a conflict
according to the rights paradigm, it might be required by the demands of reconciliation. Material
reconstruction fosters the conditions that make political trust reasonable by concretely signaling
trust-responsiveness, a lack of ill-will, and a readiness to engage in social cooperation with
former enemies.
Similarly, demonstrating a willingness to abide by the rule of law requires not simply the nonviolation of legal rights by officials (as is properly emphasized by a rights-perspective), but also a
more robust interaction between officials and citizens. Officials need to pay attention to how
citizens interpret rules and whether it is reasonable for citizens to put their trust in such rules,
given their past experiences. Truth commissions are one strategy officials may use to
acknowledge and address the doubts that hamper the reestablishment of the rule of law. By giving
voice to victims to a conflict and a forum for their experiences, practices of truth telling can
challenge stereotypes and promote a more inclusive conception of membership in a political
community. In the process, truth commissions can cultivate the capacities of moral agents to care
about, empathize with, and respond to the second-person reasons of others.30 Such cultivation can
enhance the reasonableness of viewing fellow citizens and officials as trust-responsive,
encouraging the trust upon which the cooperative interaction at the heart of the rule of law
depends. So, the establishment of a truth commission could be a requirement of justice in the
sense emphasized by a reconciliation perspective.
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On the other hand, reconciliation theory also can provide principled reasons to refrain from the
participation in processes of reconciliation. There needs to be a minimal basis for presuming that
a faction in warfare is committed to the pursuit of relationships based on respect for reciprocal
agency. There are different conditions that could undermine the reasonableness of this
presumption. For example, the continuation of violence and refusal to countenance a ceasefire
provide little evidence of a willingness to engage with members of an antagonistic community on
a peaceful basis. It may furthermore provide ongoing evidence of a refusal to be part of the same
community, and so a refusal to develop relationships premised on respect for reciprocal agency
within the community. Certain ideological commitments of a government or faction may also
counter the presumption of the reasonableness of pursuing reconciliation. Examples of such
commitments include an explicit denial of the humanity of members of a community or vow to
exterminate members of a group.
By emphasizing relationships, reconciliation theory draws attention to the dynamic, interactive,
and socially complex contexts in which rights (emphasized by traditional just war discussions)
and needs (articulated in humanitarian principles of just war) come to be satisfied, ignored or held
in contempt. In this way, reconciliation theory provides a more complete view of what is required
for the establishment of a just peace.
International Warfare
Our discussion to this point has been dedicated to questions of justice in the aftermath of civil
war, in large part because theories of political reconciliation have typically been developed in
response to cases of intra-state conflict. While we cannot pursue the point in much depth here, we
do believe that it can also be helpful to think about the aftermath of inter-state wars from the
perspective of political reconciliation. In these cases, too, we can interpret war as a breakdown in
political relationships and the postwar period as one in which those relationships must be
repaired. The realistically ideal political relationship between states will differ in significant ways
from the relationship that should exist among fellow citizens and between citizens and officials.
However, respect for reciprocal agency remains fundamental. Furthermore, international
relationships, too, should be premised on mutual respect for the rule of law, reasonable trust, and
relational capabilities; inter-state war damages such relationships by eroding capabilities, the rule
of law and trust.
While states are rich forms of social cooperation in which the capabilities of fellow citizens are
protected and nurtured, the members of one state have weaker duties with respect to the
capabilities of citizens of other states. These duties will consist mostly of restrictions on actively
damaging the capabilities of others.31 However, the more extensive the contact between the states
(because of, for example, geographical proximity or trade relations), the more vulnerable their
interests are to one another, and the more demanding their duty to respect the capabilities of the
other will be. The violence of war, of course, involves the direct destruction of basic capabilities,
such as the maintenance of bodily integrity. As our discussion above indicates, these direct forms
of violence also have indirect consequences that undermine capabilities, such as constraining
opportunities for education and damaging economies. As in the case of civil war, it is unlikely
31
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that only one party is in the wrong, with respect to both ad bellum and in bello considerations,
and even the most conscientious campaigns result in collateral forms of damage. Here, too, a
failure to repair damage to capabilities allows the harmfulness of war to continue and serves as
fuel for continuing resentments, which threaten to lead to future violence.
War between states also leads to the erosion of the rule of law. Typically, this includes the
erosion of the rule of international law. As is the case domestically, the maintenance of the rule of
law internationally depends upon the cooperative interaction among all who are bound by
international law. Legal rules govern conduct in practice only if parties are willing to act only in
lines with what law permits. In almost all instances of war, at least one party is guilty of violating
international rules, by, for example, waging an aggressive war itself or, in cases of humanitarian
intervention, by failing to respect restrictions against certain forms of treatment of the citizens of
a community. This in itself can contribute to the erosion of the rule of law, insofar as international
law, like domestic law, depends for its maintenance upon the reciprocal cooperative interaction
among members of the international community. Postwar actions should aim to reestablish and
communicate allegiance to the rule of international law. They should communicate a willingness
to abide by norms of international law and to restrict actions accordingly. Furthermore, especially
in those states suffering defeat, civil law may also be destabilized in a way that prevents the
achievement of a just peace. Any postwar occupation of the defeated state by the victor must
attend to reestablishing the rule of civil law by, for example, contributing to the establishment or
reform of legal institutions, and facilitating the cooperative interaction constitutive of mutual
respect for the rule of law among citizens and officials.32
Finally, trust is also a factor in international relations. The form of trust held among states is
weaker than that required for peaceful relations among citizens within a single state, because the
scope of the parties’ interactions is narrower. For example, in the international context, in order to
be perceived as harboring no ill will, a state typically need only manifest a commitment to noninterference in certain affairs of another member state. By contrast, in the domestic context, in
order to be perceived as lacking ill will, a party must show a willingness to abide by norms
structuring interaction, which themselves will cover a greater domain of interaction and a greater
degree of cooperation than in the international case. Yet peaceful international relations are
marked by trust--trust that other states will adhere to international law and treaty obligations, that
they are reasonably competent in the direction of their own affairs and their interactions with
other states, and that they pose no threat toward other members of the international community.
After a period of war, in which such trust has broken down, former enemy states must give one
another reason to resume an attitude of trust. Furthermore, these states must regain the trust of the
international community as a whole, whose relations to these former combatants may also have
been shaken by their descent into war. As in cases of post-civil war discourse, the contribution of
a theory of political reconciliation to questions of justice in the aftermath of international wars is
to be found in its ideal of the nature of a just peace and in the side constraints it places on the
pursuit of such a peace.
Third Party Interventions

32
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Over the last few decades, third party participation in postwar contexts has become increasingly
common. Third parties frequently play a role in peace-keeping efforts, conflict mediation,
institutional restructuring and the distribution of food and medical aid. These third party actors
include, not only the representatives of other states, coalitions and official actors (such as the
UN), but also international civilian actors.33 This latter category encompasses, for example,
volunteers working with NGOs, individuals brought in to give expert advice, and, notoriously,
civilian contractors who might be engaged in anything from truck driving to security work. An
important question for jus post bellum is what might permit or even oblige such third party
interventions. Justifications are variously given in terms of general humanitarian duties to help
those suffering from the consequences of war, a moral duty to support democracy or selfdetermination, and/or the third parties’ need to defend themselves against the dangers that would
be posed by renewed warfare or ineffective government.34 The theory of political reconciliation
neither advocates nor disallows these rationales for third party intervention. It does not assign
responsibilities of reconstruction to third parties unless they somehow fueled the violence in ways
that made them party to the conflict, despite not being combatants, and so in need of political
reconciliation in their own right. However, the political reconciliation framework can contribute
to the evaluation of third party interventions by recommending a way of thinking about the goal
toward which intervention should be aimed, as well as pointing out ways in which intervention
can be counterproductive or even unjust.
Our theory suggests that any (otherwise permissible) third party interventions should enhance
political reconciliation among the former combatants, so that these parties come to show
reciprocal respect for the agency of the other. This conception of what is broken in warfare and
what must be repaired in the postwar period is one that puts the experience of the former
combatants at center stage.35 It is tied to their experiences of the conflict and the expectations that
they form of one another in the postwar period. There is a danger that third party interveners,
perhaps especially those motivated by ideals of spreading democracy, will approach the
reconstruction with a very different narrative of the past and different aspirations for the future
than those held by the parties themselves. To the outsiders, what looks like a universal struggle
towards liberal democracy may well look to the insiders as a conflict over a very different set of
values and histories, such as struggles between competing economic interests, or assertions of
ethnic or religious identity. For this reason, third party interveners may fail to address the genuine
sources of conflict. Worse yet, they may themselves violate the values of reciprocal agency by
failing to acknowledge and engage with local points of view. The imposition of reform or
reconstruction, without input from those to whom reform is directed, would constitute a violation
of the duty to respect the agency of others. While persuasion towards democratic forms of
government is permissible and even admirable, in the aftermath of warfare it is difficult in
practice to distinguish between persuasion and less acceptable forms of influence.
Once again, it is helpful to attend to capabilities, the rule of law, and trust—the three factors that
we have highlighted as aspects of political relationships that are eroded by warfare. Third party
interveners may well be right that their participation is necessary to protect and preserve the
capabilities of peoples affected by war. Indeed, the parties to the conflict themselves may be in no
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position, either materially or relationally, to do the necessary work. So, from the perspective of
capabilities, third party intervention can be crucial to jus post bellum.
Third party interveners can also play a valuable role in re-establishing the rule of law in the
aftermath of war. They can enforce adherence to the law through policing and peace-keeping
activities. However, we must ask whose conception of the law is to be enforced. Here, again, it is
crucial that third parties respect the agency of local actors, however difficult it is in practice to
discern what such respect requires. A special difficulty arises with respect to third party
interveners and the rule of law, however. There is no definitive body of law that governs the
behavior of third party interveners or specifies how (and to whom) they are to be held accountable
for abuses.36 Their duties with regard to governance, the distribution of capital and effort for
reconstruction, and eventual exit from the territory are not set out in any way such that the
citizens of troubled regions can form stable expectations defined by law or make legitimate and
enforceable demands against the interveners. It is very difficult for third party occupiers to enable
respect for domestic law, while themselves standing outside of a law-governed relationship with
the population.
With respect to the goal of a renewal of trust among former combatants, third party interveners
can play a positive role. In the immediate aftermath of war, direct trust is often unreasonable. By
instead trusting that the third party will ensure that certain rules are followed, former combatants
do not yet have to trust one another. The hope is that, once these mediated relations stabilize and
prove successful over a period of time, direct trust of the former combatants of one another will
become reasonable. Yet, as in questions of the rule of law, we must recognize that, by inserting
themselves into the postwar conflict, third party interveners have added a new set of relationships
that must be established or maintained. Do all of the former parties to the conflict trust the
intervener, or is the intervener perceived by some to be biased? The cause of peace is also not
well served when third party intervention simply provides former combatants with a common
enemy.
To reiterate, the theory of political reconciliation neither advocates nor prohibits third party
intervention in postwar contexts, because, insofar as they were mere bystanders to the conflict
rather than complicit with or indirectly party to the conflict, their own political relationship with
the combatants was not implicated. However, by thinking about the value of reciprocal agency,
and by thinking about how the presence of third parties adds another layer of complexity to
relational dynamics, a theory of political reconciliation does highlight some important
considerations of justice.
Is Political Reconciliation Required by Justice?
Political reconciliation sets out an attractive goal for postwar periods, one that places a premium
upon the re-establishment of political relationships that respect reciprocal agency. But is political
reconciliation a requirement of jus post bellum? In other words, does the failure to pursue and
achieve political reconciliation in the aftermath of a war constitute an injustice? Or could the
demands of justice be satisfied by a more modest outcome than the realistic moral ideal that
animates this theory of political reconciliation?
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If one assumes that a demand of justice is something the violation of which is legitimately
punishable by others, then, no, political reconciliation is not a requirement of justice in that sense.
In the aftermath of war, the contending parties may establish a mere modus vivendi with one
another, in which relatively stable means of interaction are found but where neither side trusts the
other, or respects the agency of the other. Such a resolution does not lead to the violation of any
side’s constituted rights, and in that limited sense is not unjust. However, a mere modus vivendi
certainly falls short of our more elevated ideals of justice—ideals which promise a more secure
peace and better support for the protection and nurturance of human capabilities. This higher
form of justice is something we do have the right to demand from one another, simply in virtue of
our status as human beings, even if these demands cannot legitimately be backed up by force.
This line of thought helps us to see what the conceptual framework of reconciliation and its
concentration on the reparation of relationships adds to our thinking about postwar issues. The
reconciliation theory of justice emphasizes the future-oriented goal of (re)establishing a political
relationship of reciprocal agency. The responsibility for meeting this goal is necessarily
collective. This perspective provides resources for understanding the allocation of responsibility
for reconstruction and for violations of the requirements of jus ad bellum and jus in bello in the
aftermath of war. Reconciliation theory draws attention to the fact that responsibility for
reconstruction is a collective responsibility, shared among all members of a community,
especially in cases of civil war. Because the destruction and devastation war creates is only
possible through collective effort, all parties fall under reasonable suspicion and distrust with
respect to one another. Either by supporting, participating in, or being a passive bystander to
violence, the members of a warring group have shown themselves willing to see violence done, in
the name of their own group, to the members of the other group.37 Even if the former group was
entirely faultless in the descent into war (which is rarely the case), their relationship to the
members of the other group changed into one where trust and respect for basic human capabilities
broke down. Equally important, however, reconstruction is a collective responsibility because the
institutions and practices that need to be established to cultivate just relationships are inherently
dependent on cooperative interaction at the collective level. What most needs to be rebuilt can
only be rebuilt together.
This is not to suggest that responsibility is only collective or that that a reasonable theory of
justice can be purely future-oriented. The possibilities for future good relations are inextricably
tied to responses to the past. Indeed, reconstruction might require holding certain specific
individuals accountable for violations of the rules of war, and so for actions that created
destruction beyond that which just war permits. Such accountability can be a demand of more
traditional forms of justice as well as a demand of reconciliation. A condition for the possibility
of trust, for example, might be the repudiation of actions that violated rules of just war and yet
were officially sanctioned. The injustices of the past war (whether they are violations of jus ad
bellum or jus in bello principles) must be addressed because a failure to leave them unaddressed
is evidence of a failure of respect for the agency of the wronged people and for the rule of law,
and so a source of reasonable suspicion with regard to the future. So, although reconciliation is
oriented toward the future, it does not underestimate the importance of the past. Restitution for
wrongdoing and the prosecution of war criminals are not simply consistent with an interest in
reconciliation, they are frequently required for reconciliation. Yet, reconciliation theory also
emphasizes the importance of practices of memorialization and rituals of truth-telling and
renewal, which are harder to fit into a purely backward-looking or rights-based perspective.
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Reconciliation theory can also draw attention to the responsibilities that members of the
international community bear in postwar reconstruction. Reconciliation theory emphasizes the
relationships among parties to a conflict, including their relationships with outside parties that
were salient in the commission of conflict. Through such participation, members of the
international community can, to varying degrees, bear some direct or indirect responsibility for
the destruction which war wrought. Purely voluntary third party interventions may also be
integral to the successful establishment of the economic, legal, and political institutions needed
for relationships of reciprocal agency to become possible. As valuable as such third party
interventions can be, however, the emphasis must remain on rebuilding the relationships among
the former combatants. Peacekeeping forces must avoid centralizing their own priorities, and
instead focus on reestablishing conditions under which local parties will resume the
responsibilities of self-governance.
Finally, reconciliation theory can also explain why it is so difficult to specify how long the
“postwar period" lasts. Given the complexity of the repair reconciliation requires, its pursuit must
of necessity occur over an extended period of time. Its achievement will characteristically be
gradual. Indeed, it may often be unclear whether reconciliation is complete. One can think a
particular postwar period is over only to have it flare up again because of a violation of the kinds
of norms that reconciliation demands.
By way of conclusion, we would like to emphasize that we offer a theory of political
reconciliation as a supplement to and not a substitute for other ways of thinking about postwar
justice. We do not reject more traditional theories of justice that concentrate on rights-vindication.
However, our paper highlights that such theories articulate only one aspect of justice.
Reconciliation theory articulates another. In theory, each can leave room for the other. In practice,
the choice of whether to pursue political reconciliation or the vindication of rights is much more
difficult. One goal of our paper is to enhance our appreciation of the complex nature of the
choices involved in postwar justice, by drawing attention to the value and importance of a
dimension of that justice to which little attention has been paid to date in the literature.
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